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Introduction

Voice production is a prerequisite to lead a normal live, as it makes social
interaction with the environment possible. Generation of vocal sound enables
humans to communicate very explicitly. Modification of vocal sound by the
articulatory organ results in speech, which carries information from speaker to
listener(s). Apart from the content, this information is given additional meaning
by varying intensity, pitch and timbre in specific ways, thus creating an
emotional context. Spoken language thereby exceeds all other forms of
communication.

Vocal sound is based on the generation of pressure differences in the larynx.
These pressure differences are the result of vibratory actions of the vocal folds
on the expiratory air flow from the lungs. The cyclical opening and closing of
the vocal folds is influenced by physiological and aerodynamic factors, such as
subglottal pressure, vocal fold tension, and elastic and Bernoulli forces (cf. 1-
3). The precise and complex interaction of these variables in phonation is an
important topic for study. 

Thanks to numerous investigations a fairly good picture now exists of basic
aspects of phonation. Information on what might be regarded as an ideal
example of the male voice has been implemented in a number of models (2,4,5).
The models have a physiological basis; one might expect that all kinds of
voices can be described with these models. However, results acquired while
utilizing these models indicate an abstraction of the processes that take place
during phonation. The shortcomings of the models are diverse. First of all, all
models use a limited number of variables, which is inherent in their application
to make processes controllable. A correct representation of processes,
especially if these are non-linear, such as phonatory processes, is difficult to
realize. Another shortcoming deals with the constraints that variables in the
models should apply. Information on these constraints is rather sparse. Data
from voice research might be used to supply this valuable information. A last
shortcoming of models is the difficulty that exists in adequately describing the
relation between physiology and perceptive characteristics of speech. A close
examination of both physiological and perceptive intra-individual data might
improve the development of more accurate models.

The absence of hard data on the variation of voice physiology and voice
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quality characteristics plays an important role in speech technology. On the one
hand, in the field of speech synthesis it is not clear how certain voice types are
to be realized, whereas in the field of speech recognition, on the other hand, the
variability of voice quality, as well as the incapability to make a distinction
between voice and articulation, present obstacles in the transition of speaker
dependent equipment to products that can recognize speech of large groups of
speakers.

Thus, both with respect to physiological as well as quality features of voices
information is lacking: the variation in related characteristics is unknown,
which presents a hindrance in several ways. The deficiency of a clear frame of
reference of what should be regarded as “normal” or “average” in different
populations, creates an obstacle in generalizing results of investigations from
one group to another. Classification of groups might be: “extremely well - good
- normal - sub-normal - pathological voicing”, “male - female - children
voices”, “good - normal - bad voice quality” or “normal - defective constitution
of the vocal apparatus”.

A few examples are given to illustrate that a deficiency of a frame of
reference with respect to voice quality presents a disadvantageous situation for
current research: voice quality is an important factor in sociolinguistic research
(cf. 6,7). However, there are insufficient data on voice and speech quality
features in large groups to differentiate between normal and abnormal
characteristics. It is therefore difficult to relate speech quality directly to social
status. Another example: it is difficult to differentiate between normal and
pathological voicing when a patients visits a doctor with vague voice
complaints. This differentiation is also difficult to make for some physiological
voice characteristics (8). A similar problem emerges with voice entrance
examinations, performed to decide about the admittance of candidates to
specific schools or studies, preparing students for a profession with high vocal
demands (speech therapy/logopedics, theater, conservatory, teacher). The lack
of data with information on the variation of vocal characteristics might lead to
radical decisions, which are not always as solid as they should be, regarding the
implication of the decision for the candidate. Besides indirect laryngoscopy
performed with mirror examination, additional investigatory methods, such as
ascertaining vocal physiology and evaluation of voice quality characteristics
should be used to give a more firm judgment on the robustness of the vocal
apparatus.

The aim of this study is to assess information on voice quality features and
to ascertain the variability of these features in specified groups. Groups were
created based on gender and status of vocal training, in order to study the
influence of these grouping variables on selected voice quality features.
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Gender was chosen as a grouping variable, because previous investigations
clearly demonstrated differences in voice quality characteristics between men
and women. These differences have implications for the creation of a normative
database, concerning its  proposed function as a frame of reference. Vocal
training was intentionally introduced to give direction to what might be
regarded as good vocal characteristics, as compared to characteristics of
subjects without vocal training.

Characteristics of the vocal apparatus and voice quality features can be
acquired in many ways. Four practicable methods, easily employed in a clinical
environment and extensively outlining the vocal apparatus and voice function,
are used in this study. Results of these investigations are described in the
following chapters.

Chapters 2 and 3 give a close description of the generator of vocal sound,
that is, the larynx with vibrating vocal folds. Videolaryngostroboscopy offers
images that can be used to concentrate on both aspects of laryngeal
appearance, as well as features of glottal functioning. Chapter 2 gives the
results of standardized evaluation of laryngeal appearance and glottal
functioning. Chapter 3 focuses on a specific feature of glottal functioning,
namely glottal closure. Glottal closure has an important influence on the
quality of the generated speech signal and it is associated with perceived
breathiness. The clinical relevance of evaluating glottal closure is based on the
relation with robustness of the larynx, that is, the resistance to vocal complaints
during voice demanding tasks.

Vibrational movements of vocal folds result in modulation of air flow and
generation of pressure differences. The glottal volume velocity waveform
(GVVW) can therefore be regarded as the information carrier of the voice
source. Chapter 4 gives the results of an extensive study on voice physiology,
employing GVVWs that were acquired with the so-called Rothenberg mask.

Susceptibility to vocal fatigue is the topic of chapter 5. Vocal fatigue is
related to specific physiological mechanisms taking place while increasing
sound intensity. Groups with differing degrees of susceptibility are compared
regarding the underlying physiology of phonation.

Pressure differences created at the glottal level are modified in the vocal
tract. These articulatory processes give meaning to the basic voice source
signal, and the resultant product is speech. In chapter 6 speech of large groups
of subjects is perceptually evaluated with a carefully developed standardized
scaling instrument. Results reflect differences in underlying phonatory and
articulatory mechanisms.

The pressure differences generated by the voice source can be quantified as
sound pressure level (SPL). SPL can be varied along a range from the softest to
the loudest possible phonation. Each individual has its own range. The
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magnitude of the range along a persons also individually differing frequency
range is of importance, because it gives information on the possibilities and
limitations a voice has during speech production in all of its aspects (from soft
speech to shouting). Measured ranges also give information on the quality of
the voice source, that is, pathological processes of the vocal apparatus can have
a specific manifestation on the produced intensity and frequency ranges. The
phonetogram gives a two-dimensional representation of these individual
intensity and frequency ranges and is therefore of clinical importance. The
evaluation of an individual phonetogram, however, presents a problem. It is
difficult to compare two-dimensional data with reference values. Chapter 7
offers a new method to evaluate phonetograms. 

In chapter 8 this new method is used along with a more commonly used
method, to analyze voice capabilities of large groups of subjects. Normative
data will be given and differences between groups are also presented.

In this study inter-individual differences in vocal characteristics are
determined between subjects without and subjects with vocal training. Chapter
9 focuses on the effect of vocal training on intra-individual differences in both
phonetograms features and phonation times.

Finally, in chapter 10 the results of the investigations presented in the
previous chapters are summarized and conclusions are drawn.
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